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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a Spatial-Temporal data driven Dynamic Holding (STDH)

approach to dispatch buses at a single stop on the fly at any decision granularity,

e.g., every minute. Both spatial and temporal information regarding bus fleet and

passengers are captured in a newly designed state matrix. STDH further employs

a Deep Q-Network (DQN) based learning system to optimize timetabling decisions

dynamically. Our DQN features the use of a newly designed self-attention network

architecture to facilitate effective processing of spatial-temporal data, enabling DRL to

make desirable bus dispatching decisions in accordance with real-time passenger flow.

Experiments have been conducted using real-world data collected in Xiamen China.

Our experiments show that STDH can effectively learn a control policy to dynamically

dispatch bus services in a high-frequency urban line.

Problem Description

In this paper we consider a bus line as an one-way corridor with a fixed number (N )
of bus stops S ∈ (s0, ... sN−1), where N is the total number of stops. To service

passengers’ riding demands multiple bus trips are dispatched every operational day.

Single stop bus holding control aims to dynamically hold and dispatch every bus trip at

the first stop (s0). Figure 1 illustrates the overall holding control process.
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Figure 1. A DRL-based single stop holding control framework.

The STDH Approach

This single stop bus holding problem can be viewed as a reinforcement learning

problem with the following key components:

State the Spatial-Temporal state is a matrix of size M × (3 ∗ N + 1) that embeds
spatial and temporal information of the latest M − 1 trips plus the next trip
which is yet to be dispatched (see Table 1). Each row captures the information of

one trip across all bus stops (from S0 to SN−1), including dispatching headway
(HD) and passenger counts in terms of bus load (LD), boarded (BD) and alighted

(AL) passengers. All numbers are initiated as −1 to indicate “not yet arrived”.
Action Simple binary action space: “dispatch” or “hold” is used and the headway

is determined after every “dispatch” action. For example, a 5-minutes headway is

determined by a “dispatch” action following four consecutive “hold” actions.

RewardWe design the reward function as a weighted sum of positive rewards

and negative rewards. Positive rewards reflect successful fulfillment of riding

demands (boarding and alighting). Negative rewards include operational cost

(dispatching), waiting time cost and other penalties (stranded and left

passengers):

R(o, a) = wbNboarding + waNalighting + wdNdispatching + wwTwaiting

+ ws × Nstranding + wl × Nleaving
(1)

Table 1. A Sample Spatial-Temporal State Matrix

Trip Headway
Stop0 Stop1 Stop... StopN−1

LD BD AL LD BD AL ... LD BD AL

TripM−1 8 4 4 0 7 3 0 ... 0 0 7

Trip... 4 3 3 0 4 2 1 ... -1 -1 -1

Trip0 3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 ... -1 -1 -1

Holding Control Agent

We develop a holding control agent based on the double DQN algorithm, where Q-

values are estimated using “self-attention” embedding of states matrices. The overall

behavioral of our holding control agent can be divided as three key steps, which are

also illustrated in Figure 2:

State encoding: the agent collects and encodes state information using a

self-attention based neural network;

Action value estimation: the Q values are estimated using the double DQN

algorithm;

Action selection: the agents makes “dispatch” or “hold” control decisions, guided by

the learned Q values.
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Figure 2. Training Methodology.

Experiments and Results

We use data collected from a specific bus line (BRT Line 2 in Xiamen city, China) as

experimental data. Xiamen’s Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is a bus rapid transit system that

allow buses to operate at high speed with small headways.
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Figure 3. The passenger demand and the corresponding running bus capacity achieved by STDH and

SH.

We experimented the proposed STDH approach with temporal passenger fluctua-

tion scenarios against a commonly practiced naive schedule-based holding control

approach (SH). These scenarios are depicted in Figure 3 for a single operational day

where the number of passenger arrivals is presented as a histogram. The solid lines

in the figure represent the total capacity of bus services dispatched by STDH and

SH approaches respectively. Clearly, STDH can generate demand-responsive bus

flows compared with SH. Whenever the passenger demand changes, the bus flows

can change quickly to match the demand, as evidenced in the figure. The learning

performance of several competing DQN-based bus holding control algorithms has

also been compared in Table 2. According to this table, the self-attention DQN model

clearly outperformed the other two DQN models in terms of both the average and

max total rewards.

Table 2. Learning performance of three DQN models.

DQN Architecture Average Reward Max Reward Training Time

Self-attention DQN 1158 1891.6 4h 25min

Fully connected DQN [1] 584.4 1690.8 1h 5min

CNN-DQN [2] -1629 1201.2 2h 29min
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